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DebrieFE.

Communication is an essential support
for FE Group’s management.
To share the information concerning
the life of the company and innovations
in the most efficient way, we will regularly
send a summary of the last events
and stories.
Happy reading !

REWIND 2021 WITH FE GROUP

The site in Flavignysur-Moselle underwent
two sensible extensions
in 2021.

EVOLUTION

Since production
capacity grows each
year to meet the demand
on our ever-growing
market, a new car park
and a modular building
have been built. Of
course, the acquisition
of Movex enables us
to develop and expand
on European territory
with a subsidiary
that makes quality
and innovative products
in Spain.

Extension
and growth

The AWP market
grows and develops ;
so does FE Group.

Events galore
After such a difficult year, being able to participate in fairs delighted FE Group
teams from France, Germany, Belgium. Matexpo, JDL, Mecateameetings, Platformers’
Days, GIS, SMOPYC… . Tens of thousands of visitors in attendance, numerous
demonstrations, occasions to highlight specific or under-represented vehicles.
It is always a pleasure to attend these events.

The group had many
occasions to travel
far and display many
vehicles in European
exhibitions.

CORPORATE
LIFE

Let us
celebrate
together
birthday
and holidays
What would be FE Group without its
subsidiaries and its hundreds of employees?
FE Deutschland celebrated its 10th anniversary
in April; the branch in Salon de Provence was
renovated. An inauguration that was worthy

of the work that had been done was
organized to celebrate. Management
thanked FE employees several times during
the year. First through a nice meal in summer
and this month with gift bags distributed
to the whole company in all of Europe.

The growth that FE Group
experiences would mean
nothing without our employees
and our clients. Thank you
everyone for making this
company thrive!

EXPLORE FE’S HIGHLIGHTS
OF 2021
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